Is your
business losing
productivity
from a lack
of email
reliance?

D

o you want the latest and safest email platform with seamless

access to emails, calendars and contacts? Do you need your emails
always available across all your devices, especially during a business
disaster? Do you want to reduce your exposure and risk to email
spoofing, lost emails and email downtime?

Our hosted email solution uses the latest

With a guaranteed network uptime service level

Microsoft Exchange where company emails,

agreement and synchronised mobile access,

calendars, contacts and tasks are shared

your emails will always be available across all

and accessible securely, on demand through

devices. Together with backups stored regularly

Microsoft Outlook (for Windows and Macs),

for instant email recovery should disaster strike,

Outlook Web Access via an internet browser

meeting Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity

and on your mobile devices.

procedures as well.

Hosted exchange email also enables you to invest

your network and emails are ring-fenced for total

in an email security solution that protects your

protection against 98% of spam and 100% of known

organisation from threats (such as email spoofing)

viruses without the hassle of managing additional

even before they reach your internal network. With

hardware or software.

the added benefit of email filtering “in the cloud”,
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Share a Mortgage, a shared ownership

Amazing Support migrated the company’s

membership platform had a common business

mailboxes, emails, calendars and contacts away

problem where they had multiple emails

from their previous email hosting provider to a

addresses with an unsatisfactory email hosting

secure hosted exchange enterprise platform. Our

provider. The company thrives on being able

objective was to take all of that worry away from

to send and receive emails without bottlenecks

them and without any downtime or business

from anywhere across any device and with the

interruption. We even setup their email profiles

knowledge and assurance that their email is

on their computers and devices before their next

always available and recoverable.

business operating day.

hosted exchange server to combat the issues we were
having over emails not being received. One lost email can
cost our business £1,000s. The service I have received has
been excellent and I cannot recommend them enough.

“

“

Amazing Support has just migrated our emails onto a

Andy, Share a Mortgage

We’d love to hear from you
If you’re at the point where you need to bring your email system up-to-date,
require better control and security and would like to commercially benefit
from increased email speeds, business continuity and transparent scalability,
then Get In Touch on 0203

728 2555 and we’ll go through our hosted

email with you.
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